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CHAPTER X
INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the Study

This study proposes to find out to what extent Industrial arts
education is offered in the four year accredited high schools of South
Dakota.

The teaching conditions, particularly as to equipment, the

oourses offered, the enrollment in these courses, the training of
industrial arts teachers, the subject teaching combinations, and other
information related to the industrial arts, will receive treatment.
This study is appropriate at this time because there is an Increased
demand, as shown by legislation, that industrial and vocational education
receive more consideration in the high school curriculum.
It is desirable to understand the relationship and points of
departure of industrial arts education and vocational industrial
education.

Industrial arts education is a part of general education

Intended to contribute to the all-around development of the individual,
as distinguished from vocational education which is specialisation in

a

definite field of work.

In other words, industrial arts education

does not aim to make efficient producers, and could not even if time
1
allowed.
Industrial arts education is considered prevocatlonal in its
scope, but it does not hold as an objective the training preparatory to
entrance into a vocation.

The term "prevocational" is rapidly being

dropped and the term "vocational" used Instead.

struck, ?. T., r a u a d a U o m
Sons, 1930, p. 37.

The reason given is

jjafoatrial ffdafiflUon. John wiiey and

2
that training frilloh is preparatory to entrance Into a vocation Is
1
vocational training.
The question of how much specialised vocational training should
he taught in the high school is one concerning which educators differ.
Zn attempting to arrive at an answer to this question it is necessary
to consider the individuals growth and needs.

Children, especially of

high school age, have heen excluded from industry, and modern condi
tions make it probable that most boys and girls will be unable to
find places la industrial life before they have attained the approx
imate age of eighteen or twenty.

Hie high schools should not be

looked upon as finishing schools in which boys and girls attain such
proficiency that they are able to enter some activity with a maximum

2
of efficiency upon graduation.

Zn answer to what a high school

graduate should be able to do, Edmundson says!
1. He should he able to mingle with people with a
reasonable degree of confidence.
2. He should be able to work happily and co-operatively
with other people.
3. He should he abls to meet the usual requirements of
a competent person in the way of health and physical
fitness.
4. He should be abls to follow instructions promptly and
faithfully to the end that he may profit readily by
instruction on the Job.
5. He should be able to adapt himself readily to new
kinds of employment as a result of high school training
secured in the vocational oourses of an exploratory
nature.
6. He should have a fair command of the major skills
emphasised in one or more of the vocational departments

1
Saedden, D. S., and Warner, W. E . , Reconstruction of Industrial
Oourses. Sirean of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1927, p. 9.

&rta

2

al

Garrison, s. c. and k . c., fUaflaaafltftla
Eayshalg/y
Education. Prentice-Hall, ino., 1936, p. 432-3.

in §s.c.9aftajar

3
of the school, i.e., general shop, household arts,
commercial, unless he has definite plans for entrance
to college following graduation.1
this statement of the attainments of the high school graduate indicates
that industrial arts be placed on an exploratory and informational
plane in the high school.

Struck has this to say of shopwork in the

high school!
"If the ohoioe has to be made between providing industrial
arts education in the Junior high school years or in the senior
high school, it had better be first provided for grades seven,
eight, and nine, for in these years the tryout and exploratory
experiences are most needed, and when the introduction of shopwork will mean much toward counteracting the prevailing tendency
to quit school in order to seek employment at the minimum age
permitted by law. In the senior high school years a tentative
partial choice should have been made by the pupils so that they
elect either the general, commercial, the technical, the voca
tional or other courses that may be available." 2
This study proposes to deal with the physical side of the indus
trial arts in the four year accredited high schools.

The writer has

found no record of a previous study made in the South Dakota high
schools on this particular subject.

Much of the data submitted in

this study has been taken from original sources, and it is hoped that
it may be of value in future studies in the field of industrial arts
by making a alight contribution to that field.

Source of Data
The data and information presented in this study was obtained from
three major sources.

These are the Directory of Secondary Schools and

1
Edmondson, J. B., "Vocational Heeds of Touth", School of Education
Bulletin, University of Michigan, 1934, Vol. V, p. 117.

2
Struck, F. T.,

Q£.

cit., p. 47.
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Educational Institution*, th® records in the files of the State Depart
ment, Pierre, South Dakota, and a questionnaire sent to the schools
offering industrial arts courses.
The Directory of Secondary Schools and Educational Institutions
is published annually by the State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Pierre, South Dakota, and is made up of Information contained in the
1
Preliminary High School Report submitted by the superintendents or
principals to th* State High School Supervisor.

This report contains

the following information pertinent to this study: the total blgii
school enrollment, ths Instructors, their academic preparation, their
major teaching field, their years of experience and annual salary, and
the teaching combinations and subjects taught.
The Department of Certification files contain records anent the
industrial arts instructors with particular reference to th* degrees
held, the year of graduation, the major and th* minor fields of traln-

2
ing, and the total number of industrial arts credits.
3
The questionnaire was sent to the principals or ths superintendents
of all four year accredited high schools which offered industrial arts,
as listed in the 1935-1936 Educational Directory.

This method of

gathering information was used to collect data of value to this study
not available from sources previously mentioned.
Other books, magaslnes, and bulletins, including the Educational 1
2

1
Appendix A, "Preliminary High School Report Blank*, Department of
Public Instruction, Pierre, South Dakota, 1936.

2
Appendix B, "Application for Teacher*a Certificate", Department of
Public Instruction, Pierre, South Dakota.

3
Appendix C, Questionnaire Letter.

.

....................... £

5
Directory, used in the study are listed in the bibliography.

terminology
the field of industrial arts has been handicapped in its growth by
the lack of a uniform understanding of the terms used in connection
with it.

In his study of the professional terms used in industrial

arts and vocational education, Bollinger states, "It is the conclusion
of this study that the fields of Industrial Arts and Vocational Education
are in need of a glossary of professional terms,
in these professions

there does not exist

a

single comprehensive source of Information
1
regarding the professional terminology.*
With this lack of a uniform vocabulary in evidence, the profession-*
&1 terms used in this study carry the meaning and definition accorded
them in the glossary of terms accepted by the South Dakota Course of
3
Study Committee for Industrial Arts, published in 1935.
the defini
tions of the terms used in this study are as follows:
Industrial Arts is a group of school subjects taught so as
to emphasise the "how* and *why" of industrial materials
and occupations to give an appreciation of real industrial
life situations thereby contributing to education and cul
ture, i.e., general shop, architectural drawing, woodwork.
Practical Arts is a group of practical school studies or
activities, i.e., Industrial arts, commercial arts, house
hold arts, agricultural arts.
trade aa& Ia.da.atrlal l i f t i n g
vocational education on the
trade level for work in industry, i.e., instruction in a
carpenter*s trade.

1
Bollinger, 38. W., A Contemporary Study of Professional Terms in
Industrial Arts and Vocational Education, Unpublished Master*s
Thesis, Columbus, Ohio State University Library, 1931, 141 pp.

3
Course of Study Bulletin, Somber 15, Industrial Arts and Trades
for Secondary Schools, Department of Public Instruction, Pisrre,
South Dakota, 1935, p. 24-27*_______________ _________ ___________

Prevnnational Iducatlon lg any form of edueetion designed
to enable a youth to discover which one of several possible
vocations he is beet fitted to follow.
Manual graining is education In part through the hand. It
has the purpose of training through manipulative as well as
through thought process. It is a method of education.
General Shoo is a shop In whloh organised Instruction is
offered In mere than one type of activity simultaneously
and generally tau^it by one teacher.
Academic Subjecta are literary or classical rather than
technical or scientific* emphasising the so-called *culturalH .
Other expressions appear and should bs clarified, ^an Is used
synonymously with Instructor.
actually taught.

Offering implies that the courses are

Full time men are industrial arts instructors who

teach only in the Industrial arts field.

Part time men are full time

teachers who have instructional or administrative duties or both in
addition to their work in the industrial arts.

IftftChlM flQfflfrlaaUana

refer to a combination of high school subjects, including the indus
trial arte, as actually taught by industrial arts instructors.

A

superintendent, as referred to In this study, Is the individual
employed as head of a school system.

X*imitat ions
So supplement the data taken from the records in the files of
the State Department of SHiblic Instruction, it was necessary to gather
Information through a questionnaire study.

Mo consideration Is made

of schools other than four year accredited hi#i schools.

Schools of

lower accrediting rarely offer industrial arts courses due to faculty
limitations and inadequate budgets.
from this study.

For this reason they were omitted

Parochial and private schools were included as they

appeared in the list of four year aooredlted high schools.

Since the reports to the Department of Public Instruction fall to
contain data concerning physical education and athletic instructors,
no data Is available of the teaching combination of athletics and
industrial arts.

It Is accepted as psychologically sound that athletics

and industrial arts make a poor teaching combination, as both are of
the laboratory type.

"If the shop teacher has to leave the shop at

four o'clock to coach football his shop work Is very likely to be of
low quality.

It is ouch better to combine shop activities with an
1
academic subject if a combination is necessary, as It often is."
The content of courses and methods of instruction or the approaches
to the industrial arte are not given consideration In this study.

Course of Study Bulletin Ho. 16, Industrial Arts and Trades for
Secondary Schools, State Department of ftiblie Instruction, Pierre,
South Dakota, 1935, p. 19.

CHATTKR IX
COMPARATIVE S W O T OP TH£ GROWTH

or

HIGH SCHOOLS AMD IHJUSTRIAL ARTS BBPaRTKSNTS

ram

1919-1920 BffiOTGB 1936-1937
Increased

equirements for Accrediting

la order to Appreciate the growth in the number of four year
accredited high schools in South Dakota, a comparative statement of
increased requirements for classification and accrediting should be
made,

The approved high schools in the school year 1919-1920 were

classified in four groups ns follows!

one year approved, two year

approved, three year approved, and four year approved, according to

the nuaber of years of work they offered.

All schools not Resting

the requirements to become accredited were classified as non-aeoredited high schools,

The requirement for classification of four year

high schools van that all of the constants and not less than eight
electives be taught.

In the course of study the constants, or

required subjects, for approved high schools were!
English I, II, and If — — — — —
American History and Government
Algebra to quadratics —
— —
Plane Geometry — —
— — —
Science — — — »— — — —
— —

—
—
—
—

The elective subject• that were listed werei
Latin
German
IfiMk

English III
Ancient History
Modivial and sodern History
Infillsh History
Economics
Physios
Public Speaking
Physloal Training

Vocal Music
Pedagogy
Chemistry
Botany
Zoology
Physiology
Physiography
General Science
Advanced Algebra
Solid Geometry
Trigonometry

3
1
1
1
1

units
unit
unit
unit
unit

9
Manual Training
Domestic Science

Agriculture
Commercial Branches

The above standards and course of study were adopted and approved by
the High School Executives meeting at Deadirood, October 20, 1914, and
followed the recommendations adopted at a conference of high school
executives held at Pierre, April 26-28, 1911.

ln

th® year

1919-

1920, a high school to be recognised as an accredited -institution had
to meet the following regulationst
1. Not less than fifteen units, as defined ln this course
shall be required for graduation.
Sixteen units are
recommended; A unit shall be defined as a course
covering an academic year that shall include ln the
aggregate not less than 120 sixty minute hours of
dassvrork, provided two hours of laboratory work, manual
training, or domestic science shall be considered equi
valent to one hour of classroom work.
2. The minimum scholastic attainment of all teachers of
academic subjects in four year high schools shall be
fully equivalent to graduation from the University of
South Dakota; that of teachers of such subjects ln all
other high schools shall be fully equivalent to graduation
from a Normal School having a course of study which
requires at least two years of work beyond a four year
high school course for graduation.
Such requirement,
however, shall not be retroactive.
3. The number of dally periods of class-room Instruction
shall not exceed six.
4. All recitation periods shall be at least forty minutes
ln the clear.
5. The library and laboratory equipment shall be fully
adequate to the needs of Instruction in the subjects
taught, as outlined in the high school manual.
6. A permanent record of each.pupil's work shall be kept.
7. The Department of Public Instruction shall call for such
reports as may be deemed necessary for accrediting. 2
Before 1920 there had been considerable encouragement, by the
State Department of Public Instruction, toward accrediting the high

1

iflrsctory aJLStaQatan: Softools and ffflttcafclonaJL luaSAXyMana,
Department of Public Instruction, Pierre, South Dakota, 1919-1920,
p. 4.

2
p. 4.

schools of ths stats.

In 1919-1930, with only one hundred twenty-one

schools on the four year accredited list, one hundred ten schools were
1
listed lh lower classifications or else failed to be reported.
As
might he expected, the schools of the larger towns were first to meet
~ the standards of accrediting, and paralleling this, the larger schools
were first In affording and offering courses In industrial arte.

' The Increase in the Number
of
Four Tear Accredited High Schools

Table I indicates the growth of the number of accredited high
schools and the number of schools offering Industrial arts courses.
The school years represented in the table are representative of the
general growth.

From the school year ending In 1920 through the year

1937, the Increase In the number of four year accredited high schools
was from one hundred twenty-one schools to three hundred nineteen
schools, an increase- of 563.6 per cent.

The rate of increase was

greatest during the years 1930-1928 due to the Interest of the State
Department in accrediting the hl^i schools of the state.

The Increase

in the number of four year accredited high schools each year for the
past five or six years .has been only one to three per cent of the
total number of schools, as compared with eighteen per cent during the
school year 1919-1930.

1

at SManflanr Satoala and laamUoml institutions. 19191920, State Department of Public Instruction, Pierre, South Dakota.

II.
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TABLE I
ACCREDITED SCHOOLS AND SCHOOLS OFFERING INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Sohool Tear Ending
1920 1921 1927 1928 1930 1931 1936 1937
Accredited
High Schools
Offering
Industrial Arts

Increase
1920-1937

121

143

278

286

293

298

316

319

263.6

39

56

60

71

70

81

84

98

251.3

Increase In the Number of Schools Offering Industrial Arts
From the school year ending 1920 through the year 1937, the sohool
year of 1921 showed the greatest percentage of schools teaching Industrial
arts, when 39.1 per cent of the high schools are represented.

From 1920

to 1937 the Increase In the number of schools that taught Industrial arts
▼ery nearly kept pace with the number of schools that received accrediting.
This fact Indicated a demand th t industrial arts courses be offered.
The school year 1936-1937 showed 30.6 per cent of the schools teaching
Industrial arts.

The Increase in the number of accredited schools was con

tinuous over the period of yeans st died, but there were four Instances In
which the number of schools offering industrial arts dropped off, only to
show an Increase greater than any previous high school the following year.
v
This dropping off, at least In part, was due to the fact that In some of
the smaller schools industrial arts courses were offered in alternate
years only.
During this period, 1920-1937, the number of high schools offering
industrial arts increased from thirty-nine schools to ninety-eight schools,
an lnorease of 251.3 per cent.

The percentage of Increase in the number

of schools offering industrial arts was slightly less than the percentage
of increase in the total number of hi^i schools.

The difference is small

but several reasons why the Increase In industrial arts has not been
greater are obvious.

The schools that were accredited later were smaller

in else, indicating an inability to afford industrial arts, and forcing
the increased number offering the subject to come from those schools
already accredited.
popular.

Then,the trend toward vocational courses became

Other practical arts received impetus.

There has been a

conflict as to the objectives and place of industrial arts In the minds
of educators.

Economic conditions have forced schools to curtail school

work of an elective nature resulting in the more expensive oourses not
being added.

The 1936-1937 school year indicated a definite trend from

curtailment of the Industrial arts courses.

Total Men Employed in Industrial Arts Jobs
Table II gives a comparison between the total number of men
employed as industrial arts instructors and the number of men teaching
no additional subject combination with industrial arts.
TABLE II
HUMBER OP INDUSTRIAL ARTS INSTRUCTORS AND THE NUMBER TEACHING
ONLY INDUSTRIAL ARTS COURSES
School Year Ending
1920 1921 1927 1928 1930 1931 1936 1937

1*Increase
1920-1937

Total Industrial
Arts Instructors
Employed

42

61

73

80

81

93

106

126

297.6

Total Teaching
Industrial Arts
Only

23

32

34

37

37

40

42

42

182.6

The largest number of industrial arts Instructors ever employed in the
state, during the years studied, were employed during the 1936-1937
school year,

ftiere was a gradual increase from forty-two to one hundred

and twenty-five instructors, an increase of 297.6 per cent.

The propor-

tional increase in the number of Instructors was greater than the
Increase In the number of schools offering industrial arts courses
and also greater than the increase in the number of four year accred
ited high schools.

The increase in the number of industrial arts

instructors employed was gradual, newer showing a decrease ower any
period of years.

The greatest increase in the number employed was

nineteen men and occurred on two occasions, the first and the last
years studied.

Instructors Teaching Only Industrial Arts Courses

The school year 1936-1937 also marks the largest number of full
time industrial arts instructors employed.

Table II shows that the

forty-two Instructors employed in that year is equalled only in 19351936, and that the number is a gradual Increase from the twenty-three
men employed in the year 1919-1930.

The increase of 183.6 per cent of

industrial arts instructors, teaching no additional subjects, does not
keep pace with the 397.6 per cent increase in the total number of men
employed in the field, indicating that there must be an increase In the
percentage of part time men employed.

The fact that there was an

Increase of only eight full time meir during the last ten years of the
period studied, reflects that there were a limited number of high
schools in the state which could afford industrial arts courses.
also reflects the economic conditions.

It

The constant change and

instability of the alms and objectives of educators with regard to the
industrial arts also has to a certain extent determined the status of
full time industrial arts Jobs.

Instructors Teaching Industrial Arts and Other Subjects

Part time academic Instructors are those teaching Industrial arts
in combination with other subjects.

Table III shows the number of part

time industrial arts instructors as compared with the total industrial
arts men employed.
TABLE III
NUMBER OF PART TIME INSTRUCTORS EMPLOYED
School Year Ending
1920 1921 1927 1928 1930 1931 19.36 19.37
Total Industrial
Arte Instructors
Employed
Total Teaching
Industrial Arts
And Other Subjects

%

Increase
1920-19.37

43

61

73

80

81

93

106

125

297.6

6

13

28

22

21

21

33

46

766.6

The forty-six part time academic instructors employed in 19361937 not only is the largest number of men employed as part time men,
but represents an increase of 766.6 per cent over the six men so employed
in 1919-1930.

It also is the first time since the 1934-1925 school year

that there were more teachers with additional subject combinations than
men teaching industrial arts only.

This is significant in that

the number of instructors teaching industrial arts courses only has
remained practically stable.

There was a definite increase in the number

of schools employing teachers of academic subjects in combination with
industrial arts.

This indicated a continued demand for industrial arts

courses, although local conditions did not permit the employment of full
time instructors.

Administrators Teaching Industrial Arts

Superintendents and principals teaching industrial arts refer to

those men who teach Industrial arts courses, and in some Instances
teach other academic subjects, in addition to their administrative
duties.

fable IT shows the growth in the number of superintendents

and principals teaching this work.
TABLE IT
SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS TEACHING INDUSTRIAL ARTS

$ Increase

School Tear Ending
___________________ 1920 1921 1957 1928 1930 1931 1936 1937

1920-1937

Total Industrial
Arts Instructors
Employed

42

61

73

80

81

93

106

125

297.6

Superintendent e
Teaching
Industrial Arts

13

16

8

13

17

17

20

22

169.2

mmm

3

8

7

15

11

15

500.0

Principals
Teaching
Industrial Arts

It is interesting to note that a fairly large group of school
superintendents are teaching industrial arts oourses.

In 1936-1937

twenty-two superintendents and fifteen principals taught Industrial
arts In addition to their administrative duties.

The number of admin

istrators teaching these courses nearly tripled in the seventeen year
period studied, increasing from thirteen to thirty-seven men.

The

administrators teaching industrial arts have how'-ve* decreased by
two per cent as compared with the total Industrial arts men.

A

decrease in the percentage of administrators teaching industrial arts
is desirable only when teachers with adequate specialised training are
employed.

The basis for this statement Is found in the study of

teaoher preparation, Chapter IT, which revealed that twenty-two indus
trial arts teachers had no college credit in industrial arts courses.

16
Of these, twelve were superintendents and principal*.

It is very probable

that these administrators were forced to volunteer their services in the
industrial arts field in order to keep the courses in the curriculum.

Salaries Received by Industrial Arts Instructors

During the period studied there was a tremendous drop in the average
salary of the industrial arts instructor,
1920 was 1,836 dollars.

The average salary in the year

The average salary was increased to 2,041

dollars in 1921 which was the highest annual average salary paid at any
time.

From 1921 through the sohool year ending 1937, the average salary

gradually decreased to 1,405 dollars.

The greatest drop in salaries was

during the years from 1930 through 1935.

A decrease in salary was
r-..
general throughout the entire educational field during the period
studied.

National economic conditions in all fields of employment and

an increasing number of teachers in all educational branches, contributed
as factors which brought about the lowering of salaries.

CHAPTER III
PUPIL CAPACITY AND ENROLLMENTS IN THE HIGH SCHOOL SHOPS

The information presented in this chapter was obtained by means
1
of a questionnaire letter mailed direotly to those superintendents or
principals of the high schools offering industrial arts courses, as
listed in the Directory of Secondary Schools and Educational Institutions for 1935-1936.

The questionnaire was mailed out May 15, 1937.

The purpose of the questionnaire was to obtain supplemental information
not available in the reports made by the schools to the State Depart
ment of Public Instruction.

This additional information was necessary

to give a more complete picture of the Industrial arts as proposed at
the outset of this study.

The particular items of interest covered by

the questionnaire pertain to the following questions:
1. Is there any restriction of the industrial arts
oourses to grades nine and ten?
2. In what grades are the industrial arts offered?
3. How many students are the shops equipped to teach?
4. What is the enrollment in the various courses?
5. What power equipment is available for student use?
6. What is the valuation of the shop equipment?
7. In what part of the school buildings are the shops
located?
A number of other pertinent questions might have been included
In the questionnaire in an effort to gather more detailed Information.

1
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It «&s felt, however, that to Increase the length of the questionnaire
might limit and impair

the returns, as it was necessary to contact the

school officials during the closing weeks of school.

The questionnaire Heturns

Table V illustrates the number of questionnaires returned as cosh
pared with the number sent.

In the following tables the schools
1

were divided arbitrarily into six groups,according to their enrollment,
to better facilitate comparisons of the returns.

The slse of enroll-

2
ment was chosen to give a reasonably balanced grouping.
TABLE T
NUMB S OF QPESTIONNAIRES S2NT AND RETURNED
Group

I
II
III
IY
y
VI
Totals

Pupil
Enrollment
0
50
100
150
200
300

-

49
99
149
199
299
Over

Questionnaires
Sent Returned

Percentage
Returned

12
22
14
11
11
14

7
15
11
11
8
14

58.3
68.1
78.5
100.0
72.7
100.0

84

66

78.5

The questionnaire was mailed to eighty-four schools listed in
the 1935-1936 Educational Directory of Secondary Schools.

Sixty-six

questionnaires were returned, which was 78.5 per cent of the total
mailed out.

The distribution of the returns over all the groups

Indicates a fair sampling from all sises of schools.

Group I, the

1

2
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the
schools of smallest enrollment, turned In 58.3 per cent of questionnaires
for the lowest percentage of the returns.

This Is a fair return.

The

larger schools show a better return with groups XV and VI reporting
one hundred per cent.

A better percentage of questionnaire returns

from the larger schools might be anticipated.

The larger schools

generally hare better facilities for office work, and they generally
show better professional Interest In educational studies and are more
oooperatlre.

Limit tion of Courses to Grades Sine and Ten

The question, "Do you limit your Industrial arts enrollment to
the first two years of high school?” , was asked to determine to what
extent the courses are limited to the junior high school lerel.

Table

VI giyes information as to whether or not the enrollment was restricted.
Sixty-four schools replisd to the question which Is 98.4 per cent of
the sixty-six schools answering the questionnaire.
TABLE VI
LIMITATION OF COURSES TO THE FIRST TWO TEARS
Number of Replies

Affirmatlre

64

30

Percent
46.9

Negatire

Percent

34

53.1

Educators, In many Instances, are conforming to new concepts of
Industrial arts, and are restricting Industrial arts oourgee of an
exploratory nature to the Junior high school lerel.

Work of a roca-

tional nature is often taught in the final two years of high school,
although the modern concept is growing that ronational training le not
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an objective of high school education.

The objeot of limiting the

courses to the first two years of high school was not implied in the
question, as asked.

The returns show that the number of schools

limiting their courses and those not limiting their courses are about
equal.

A slightly greater number do not restrict the enrollment to

the first two years of high school.

Grades in Which Shopwork is Offered

Table Til indicates the return on the question to ascertain in
which grades industrial arts work is offered.
schools are Included.

Both elementary and high

Of the sixty-six schools replying to the ques

tionnaire, sixty-one, which is 95.3 per cent of the total, indicated an
answer to the question.
TABLE YII
GRADES AND SCHOOLS IN WHICH SHOPWORK 1$ OFFERED
Grades

Number of Schools

Seven
Sight
Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twelve

13
21
53
54
34
27

Percentage of Repliet
21.3
34.4
86.9
88.5
55.5
42.9

The replies Indicate that of the sixty-one schools answering the
question, the greatest number offer the work to ninth and tenth grade
students.

Slightly more than half the schools have eleventh grade

students enrolled in industrial arts oourses and nearly half the schools
have industrial arts students of the graduating class enrolled

1
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in these

courses.

About one-fifth of ths schools reporting offer shop courses

to students of seventh grade age,and. over one-third teach shop work
in the eighth grade.

Vo school reported that industrial arts was

offered below the seventh grade.

Pupil Accomodation in Shops

The question, "How many students are you equipped to handle in
your shop at one time?" was asked to f i m o u t the number of students
the shops were designed to handle at one time.

There are several types

of unit shops, such as, woodworking, metalworking, machine, auto,
sheetmetal, and others that are included la the term shops*

It was

considered advisable not to break the question to Include the types of
unit shops, since schools teaching a number of the units under the
name of general shop would be confused In making replies.
is the compiled return on the question,

Tabls

Tin

Ths returns ars divided into

the six groups to indicate shops of various sises.

The groups are

arbitrarily arranged for comparison of the number of shops of
different sisee.
TABLS H U
PUPIL ACCOMODATIOI IS SHOPS
Group
I
II
III
IT
T
TI

Students
0 - 9
10 - 12
13— 15
16-30
21-30
31 - over

Number of Shops
1
11
11
20
15
5

Percentage
1.5
17.4
17.4
31.7
23.8
7.9

Sixty-three schools answered this question, which is a total of
96.9 par cent of the sixty-six schools replying to the questionnaire.

lire schools maintain shops which will accomodate thirty-one or more
students at one time.

Fifteen schools can accomodate between twenty

and thirty etudents, and the largest group, twenty schools, hawe shops
in which sixteen to twenty students can work at one time.
pupil accomodation of shops is eighteen students.

The median

The replies to this

question indicate that the number of students that can be enrolled la
industrial arts classes compare

favorably with enrollment in the

academic subjects.

Pupil Accomodation la Drafting Booms

The question, "How many students are you equipped to handle in
your drafting room at one time?” was Intended to indicate the capacity
of the drafting rooms as to the number of students that could be
accomodated at one time.

Drafting rooms are laboratories of a special

ised nature as compared to the term shops.
unit of work.

They represent a specific

Table IX Indicates the number of drafting rooms and the

number of students they are equipped to teach.
TABLE IX
PUPIL AQCOMODATXOH XX DRAFTING BOOMS

Group
I
II
III
IT
T
TI

Students
Equipped to Handle
0 - 9
10 - 12
13 - 15
16-20
21-30
31 - over

<
Humber
of Schools
3
6

7
14
16
6

Percentage
5.8
11 .7
13.7
27.4
31.3
9.8

Fifty-one schools replied to the question of pupil accomodation in
their drafting rooms, which is 77,2 per cent of the sixty-six schools
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answering the questionnaire.

The returns indicate that the drafting

rooms, of the schools reporting, generally haws approximately the sane
capacity for stndent accomodation as hare the shops,
teaching drafting than are teaching shopwork.
site that is not offering drafting.

fewer schools are

It is the school of scalier

The reports show that 66.5 per cent

of the schools tsachlng drafting are equipped to handle olaetee of more
than fifteen students in each class.

The median pupil accomodation

of

drafting rooms is nineteen students.

Pupil Accomodation of Print Shops

The question, "How many students are you equipped to handle in
your print chop at one time?" wae included to obtain an estimate of
the number of print shops ae well as their capacity.

Three schools

reported hawing print shop equipment, which was 4.5 per oent of the
sixty-six schools replying to the questionnaire.

Aberdeen and

Mitchell are equipped to teach twenty and twenty-one students, respectiwely, at one time.

Sioux Palls reports a print shop with a capacity

of twelve students.
It is of interest to note that printing is taught In a few of the
high schools of the state.

The small representation Is partially duo,

In no woall measure,to the small population of all but a few of the
towns and cities of the state.

Inadequate financial support and the

tradition of manual training makes difficult the Installation of such
shops.

Printing in the future will receive more emphasis in the

industrial arts curricula.

It offers an opportunity for the develop -

meat of manual skills and at the earns time offers the possibility of

24
language

studies

And

Increased vocabulary.

Enrollment In Woodworking Classes

fable X lists the total enrollment In woodworking courses during
the school year 1936-1937.

The enrollment was reported for the senior

high schools.
TABLE X
enrollment

in

mowmnm

Group
I
IX
III
IT
T
VI

courses fjr the

Enrollment

school w a r

Number of Schools

0 - 9
10 - 19
20-29
30-49
60-99
100 - over

1936-1937

Percentage Reporting
7.0
28.0
34.6
15.8
15.8
8.7

4
16
14
9
9
5

Fifty-seven schools reported their enrollment In woodworking*
for a total of 2*170 students.

This gives an average enrollment of

thirty-eight students per school, whereas the median enrollment Is
twenty-six students.

The largest enrollment reported In any one school

was one hundred and fifty students* and the smallest eight.

Approx

imately one-fourth of the schools reporting their woodworking enroll
ment teach over fifty students during the school year, and sixty-five
per cent of those reporting teach more than twenty atudents.

Five

schools enroll over one hundred twenty students and of those, two have
enrollments of one hundred fifty.
Woodworking Is the most popular of the Industrial arts courses,
although during recent years other courses are being introduced.
popularity of woodworking is no doubt deserved.

The

Although traditional,

it possesses educational advantages In the variety of tool processes
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Involved, tt« inexpensiveness, and the practical applications that nay
he made of the resulting Information and skill.

Enrollment In Drafting Classes

It le not surprising to find that fewer high schools are offering
drafting than are offering woodworking, and that In general the drafting
enrollments are somewhat smaller.

Table XI shove that forty schools,

or 60.6 per cent of the schools, answered this part of the questionnaire.
TABUS XX
KKKOLUtStfT XI EEUPTISG GLASSES TOR THS SCHOOL TEAS 1936-1937
Group
I
XI
III
XT
T
TX

Enrollment

lumber of Schools

Percentage importing

3
IS
§
8
6
4

7.6
<X*> ft

0 - 9
10 - 19
30-39
30— 49
60-99
100 - ever

22.5
13.5
16.0
10.0

Drafting is second to woodworking in the total number of students
enrolled.

The variation In the number of students enrolled in drafting

classes is greater than in woodworking classes, with one school report
ing a drafting enrollment of two hundred seventy-five and another an
enrollment of throe students,
twenty-four pupils.

The median enrollment, no reported, was

*s in woodworking classes, one-fourth of the

schools reporting their drafting enrollments teaoh more than fifty
students during the school year.

The total enrollment la the forty schools

reporting was 1,730 students with an average of forty-three students per

school,
% e n one considers ths educational values offered la drafting
courses and ths comparative ease and small expense la providing the
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equipment, It Is surprising to note that it le not taught in many of
the schools offering industrial arts courses.

Since in most cases

it

is in the smaller high school that drafting Is not taught, it night he
assumed that an over-loaded eoriculun prevents its inclusion.

Enrollment in General Shop Olaeeee

General shop is a relatively new course, as offered in the high
schools of South Dakota.

It is defined ne "consisting of several unit
1

tool nxhjects set apart, through which students are rotated successively."
It was organised and presented for the first tine in the 1936 course of

2
study bullstin.

Table XII lists the high school enrollments in this

course as reported by twenty*two schools, which mss one*third of the
number of sohools replying to the questionnaire.

TABU UX
ENROLLMENT IV GENERAL SHOP CLASSES

TOR THE

SCHOOL TSAR 1936*1937

Group

Enrollment

Number of Sohools

Z
II
III
IT
T

0-19
20-29
30-49
60-99
100 - over

7

Percentage Reporting

6

6

2
2

31.8
27.2
22.7
9.1
9.1

There was a total enrollment of eight hundred fifty-nine students
reported by the twenty*two sohools offering general shop.

The median

enrollment was twenty-four and tha average was thirty-nine students.
The largest enrollment in any school was one hundred fifty and the
smallest was eight students.

1

laflaatrlftl Acta wi Sadia Xac Ssoaflitary JSobo&U.
2

Course of study
Ailletin Number 15, 1936, State Department of Public Instruction,
Pierre, South Dakota, p. 40.
liU.
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The course la receiving approval in It* acceptance by several
of the larger high schools of the state.

Its appeal Is greatest In

the smaller schools where a maximum variety of experiences may he
offered in a single industrial arts course.

To develop a general

shop and prepare teaching materials requires a great deal of time.
The worth of the course will he better understood after further trial
in the curriculum.

Enrollment in Metalworking Classes

table XXII lists the total enrollment in metalworking courses
as reported by seven schools.

A course in sheet metal is the only
1
metalworking course outlined in the course of study bulletin.
However, metalworking oourses of other types are offered in some
high schools and for that reason enrollments in metalworking are
listed under one heading.

table

xnx

X
IX

Lees than 20 students
Mors than 20 students

3
4

M
a

Number

Enrollment

1
o

Croup

0

ENROLLMENT XV METALWORKING CLASSES fOR THE SCHOOL TEAR 1936-1937
Percentage Reporting
42.8
57.2

The total enrollment in the seven schools reporting was two
hundred forty-ons students.

One school enrolled ninety-two students,

whereas the smallest enrollment in any school offering metalworking
was seventeen students.

Three of the schools offering metalworking

are small, while the other four have enrollments of over five hundred
students.

1
Xbia.

Enrollment in Printing Course*

A* ha* been stated before, printing was offered in only three
high schools of the state.

That these departments are actire is

shown by a comparison of the pupil capacity of the shops and the
enrollments In the courses.

Aberdeen was equipped to teach twenty

students in each class, and had an enrollment of sixty-six students.
Sioux Palls was equipped to teach twelve students at a time and had
an enrollment of sixty, and Mitchell was equipped to tsach twenty-one
students and enrolled forty.

The total enrollment reported for print

ing ie one hundred sixty-elx.
high schools of the state.

These three eehcole represent the larger

Xn some of the olaeses the work was offered

on a vocational basis.

Enrollment in Other Industrial Arte Courses

Enrollments in eight types of industrial arts, other than woodwork,
drafting, metalwork, printing, and general shop, were reported.
total enrollment was one hundred ninety students.

The

All of these courses

might be claeeed under the heading of industrial arts but in several
instances the courses bordered on the vocational.
«
TABLE XI?
ENROLLMENT IN OTHER COURSES POR THE SCHOOL TEAR 1936-1937
Name of School
Canton Augustana Academy
Flandreau Indian Toeatlonal
High School

Hot Springs High School
Tsakton High School
Ouster High School

Course Offered
Homecraft for Oirlc
Auto Mechanics
Painting
Masonry
Barbering
Electricity
Auto Mechanics
Carpentry
Trades and Industries

Enrollment
8
30
30
30
10
30
20
20
12

Until recent years the Plandreau Indian Vocational High School
has not been a four year accredited high school.

This school enrolled

Indians from fire different states and served four hundred forty-three
students during the 1936-1937 school year.

The estimated value of the

shop equipment was reported as 35*000 dollars.
Canton Augustana Academy reports a class of eight, enrolled in a
course called Homecraft for Oirls.

This is the only instance in which

girls are reported as enrolled with industrial arts instructors.
Industrial arts for girls is worthy of note einoe training in many of
the activities in which girls engage in the home ean be taught in the
school shops.

Power Equipment Available la School Shops

Table XV is the report on the types of power machines that were
used in the high school shops la addition to hand tools that wars
available.

Sixty-four schools replied ae to whether or not power

equipment was available.

Fifty-eight schools reported having power

equipment of some type, while only six were limited entirely to hand
tools.

Twenty-four shops reported having more than five different

types of power machines.
TABLE XV
POWER EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE

Bank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

T^yps of
Machine
Wood Lathe
Grinder
Circle Saw
Jig Saw
Bank Saw
Jointer
Sander

Humber of Schools
Beporting This Machine
50
40
36
29
21
20
18

i»Having

Machine

86.2
68.9
62.0
50.0
36.2
34.4
31.0

30
TABLE

Bank
8
9
10
11
12
13

Z'f (Continued)

Bomber of Schools
Reporting This Machine

Type of
Machine
Saw Filer
Drill Press
Mortiser
Planer
Shaper
Machine Lathe

Having Machine

16
14
13
12
8
5

27.6
24.1
22.4
20.6
13.8
8.6

Zn many ease the replies indicated that sore than one machine of
a given kind was In use in a single shop.

This information was not

specifically asked for, however, and cannot he tabulated.

In sons

instances it was Indicated that the machines in use were constructed
in the local shop.

The types of the woodworking machines available

correlates well with the recommendations of the course of study
1
bulletin which lists In the order of preference circle saw, jointer,
lathe, jig saw, grinder, gander, planer, hand saw as the machines to
install in the shops.
It Is the opinion of the writer that the saw filer was reported
as a aaehlne in some instances whereas it should have been considered
as a hand tool.

This opinion is based upon a knowledge of the working

conditions in certain shops of the state.
Valuation of Shop Equipment
An attempt was made to obtain the valuation of the equipment in the
shops.

Table XVI shows the valuation* as estimated by the questionnaire

returns.

1

Ibid.. p. 112.

IABLS XVI
VALUATION OF SHOP EQUIPMENT
Croup
1
II
III
IT
T
VI

Number

Valuation
Under $100
$100 to $399
$300 to $499
$500 to $999
$1000 to $1999
$2000 t o ---—

Percentage

2
6
10
14
7
9

4.1
12.5
20.9
29.1
14.5
18.7

Forty-eight schools, or 72.7 psr cent of the sixty-six schools,
participating In the questionnaire, submitted a statement of the
valuation of the shop equipment.

The valuations

were,

to a large

extent, the estimate of the school official answering the questionnaire.
Since less than three-fourths of those replying to the questionnaire
gave an estimate , this would Indicate a lack of information of the
value of the equipment.

Location of Shops and Drafting Booms

Table XVII indicates the location of shops and drafting rooms as
to whether or not they were on the basement floor In the school build
ings.'

The ter* “basement floor" refers to the floor located below the

ground level of the school building.
TABLE XVII
LOCATION OF SHOPS AND DRAFTING BOOMS

Shope
Drafting Rooms

Number
Deported

Above
Basement

64
53

14
22

Percent
Above
23.5
41.5

Below
Basement
50
31

Percent
Below
76.5
58.5

Sixty-four schools, which Is 93.4 per cent of the sixty-six schools

«?<r5

participating in the questionnaire indicated the location of their
shops, while fifty-three schools gave the location of the drafting
rooms.

The difference in the number of reports is accountable in that

there are fewer drafting rooms than shops.

Over three-fourths of tbs

shops and over ons-half of the drafting rooms are located on the base
ment floor of the school buildings.

There are a number of good reasons

why school shops and drafting rooms should be placed in the basements,
but generally the physical properties of such rooms are such that they
receive poor lighting and ventilation.

The location of drafting rooms

in the school building Is somewhat more desirable than the location of
shop* in proportion to the number of such rooms.

Although better, the

location with regard of drafting rooms is far from desirable.

CHAPTER IT
EDUCATIONAL CjJALIFICATIOlfS AH"D SUBJECT COMBI RATIONS
OP
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHERS
1936-1937

The Trend,

The trend with regard to the qualification! demanded of industrial
arte teachers is well expressed by Mays.

He sayst

"The tendency to raise the standards of preparation
and efficiency of teachers is quite marked. After years
of practically no standards at all in any of the schools#
the larger schools are beginning to demand of their
teachers a college degree in industrial education In
addition to some "practical* or commercial experience in
the types of work they are to teach. This constitutes
the most significant tendency of them all and will, If

The requirements for teaching in a high school in South Dakota
have been continuously Increased.

The minimum requirement for a

teacher of industrial arts Is expressed in the requirements for the
High School Speoial certificate.
"The High School Speoial certificate la granted to
those who hare a degree in a special subject as music,
fine arts, trades and industries# agriculture, home
economies, commercial work, etc., from a recognised
institution, and who hare completed an approved course.
The course must Include fifteen semester hours of
credit in education including three semester hours of
practice teaching in the major or minor fields. If
the holder has certain academic minors, he may also
teach these in high school."2
There are a number of industrial arts instructors in the high

1

2

Mays, A. B „ fig t e a M g a
p. 208.

falfoutrlal Education. Century Co., 1937,

Moulton, 1. J . , form letter, Department of Certification, Pierre,
South Dakota, June 5, 1937, p. 1,

schools of the state who do not vest the above certification require
ment.

Certificate renewal will require additional preparation of them.
The tables contained In this chapter were compiled from data

secured by personal Investigation of the files of the State Department
of Public Instruction, Pierre, South Dakota,

Information regarding

the total number of Instructors, part time teachers, superintendents,
principals, teaching combinations, and experience of teachers was taken
from the files containing the Preliminary Heport of High Schools for
f
the year 1936-1937. The number of instructors holding degress and
diplomas of various gradss and thslr collegiate training was also
obtained from the Preliminary Heport.

Information regarding teacher

training was verified by inspection of the certificates filed with the
Department of Certification.

The hours of credit earned by each
1

instructor was obtained from the applications for teachers certificates.
Such applications bear the signature of the registrar of the Institution
Issuing the credit.

Pull and Part Tims Industrial Arts Instructors

The high schools of South Dakota employed one hundred twenty-five
industrial arts instructors during the school year of 1936-1937.

Of

this number, forty-two were full time men, that is, they taught only
industrial arts courses.

Bl^ity-three instructors were part time men,

teaching other subjects in addition to industrial arts courses.

Of

the part time men, twenty-two were principals and superintendente.
The full time men represent 33.6 per cent of the total industrial arte

1

Appendix B

teachers and the part tine sen represent 66.4 per oent of the total.
Ho previous study of South Dakota industrial arts instructors is
available for comparison.

The largest percentage of fall tine instruc

tors. as compared vith the total industrial arts men employed, occured
in 1920 when fifty-four per cent of the industrial arts instructors
were full time men.

Since then the percentage of fall time instructors

has decreased gradually to the 33.6 per cent previously mentioned.
A survey of twenty five states, made In 1932 by Anderson and
Silassen, found that sixty-one per cent of all industrial arts teachers
teach the subject exclusively.

Xn Washington ninety-seven per oent of

the industrial arts instructors taught their field exclusively, while
in Kansas only eight per cent of the total taught industrial arts alone.
The states having the highest percentage of industrial arts instructors
teaching other subjects in combination with industrial arts were Kansas
with ninety-two per cent, Worth Dakota with eighty per cent, Ohio with
sixty-two per cent, Minnesota with forty-six per c*at, and Indiana with
1
thirty-eight per cent.
Compared with the studies made by Anderson and Sliassen, the
results of this study show that South Dakota has more full time
industrial arts Instructors than Kansas or Worth Dakota, but hnB fewer
full time men than Minnesota.

1

Anderson. Sari W., and Sliasses, Reuben H . , High School Teachers
Industrial Arts., Industrial Arts Magaslne, February, 1932, P. 215.

TABLE X V III
THE TRAINING- OP INDUSTRIAL ARTS INSTRUCTORS

Degrees or Diplomas

All

Teachers
IVai Time

Part Time

Masters Degrees
Baccalaureate Degrees
Two Tear Diplomas
Vo Collegiate Training

7
104
12
2

2
27
11
2

6
77
1
0

Total number of teachers
Percentage of full and
part time

125

42

83

33.6

66.4

Percentage
of Total
'

5.6
83.2
9.6
1.6

100.0

Seven industrial arts instructors in the high schools held the
masters degree.

Two were employed as full time instructors, while five

held positions as superintendents with ether teaching combinations.
The holders of the masters degree represented 6.6 per sent of the total
Industrial arts instructors.
One hundred four industrial arts teachers held baccalaureate
degrees.

This group represented 83.3 per cent of the total industrial

arts instructors.

Slxty^four p«r cent of the full time men held this

degree as compared with 93 per cent of the part time men.

The fact

that there was a smaller percentage of full time men who held the
degree was accounted for by the number of full time men who taught
on two year diplomas.
field.

These instructors had special training In their

Their number is decreasing under new certification requirements.

Twelve teachers were employed who had completed two years of
college training, but who had not fulfilled the requirements for ths
bachelors degree.

These men held the vocational certificate which

entitled them to teach only in their special field.
this group were full time industrial arts men.

All but one of

The one part time
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teacher with a two year diploma taught an elementary grade combination.
The number of instructors who held the two year diploma represented
9.6 per cent of the total men employed In the industrial arts field.
There were two men employed as industrial arts instructors in the
high schools who had no collegiate training.

These men had received

special training in their particular field and both were devoting full
time to industrial arts classes.
work in government schools.

Both wers instructors of vocational

They represented 1.6 per cent of the total

industrial arts men.

Credit Earned by Industrial Arts Men
With Bsgard to Major and Minor fields

The basis for determining the major and minor fields studied by
industrial arts instructors was determined by the requirements for
teacher certification.

A major in the industrial arts field implies

at least twenty four semester hours of Industrial arts credit and an
industrial arts minor implies sixteen semester hours in industrial arts
courses.
TABUS XIX
TEACHER TRAINING AS TO MAJORS AND MINORS
frequency

Industrial Arts Major
Industrial Arts Minor
fewer Credits Than Necessary for Minor
No Collegiate Credit in Industrial Arts
Majored in Smith ftighes Agriculture

62
17
17
22
7

Percentage
of Instructors
49.6
13.6
13.6
17.6
5.6

The Department of Certification states that, "High school teachers

1

Bajr teach only In their major and minor fields of preparation.11
ruling was violated In some Instances.

This

In most oases those Instructors

not teaching Industrial arts In their major or minor fields were teach
ing the subject in addition to the subjects in which they had majored
or mlnorsd.

One-half the Industrial arts Instructors were teaching In

their major field of preparation and one-sixth were teaching their
minor fields.
It was necessary to list separately the industrial arts instructors
with the Smith Hughes Agriculture major.

The certification records

do not list the credit earned In major and minor fields except to
verify qualification for teaching Smith Hughes Agriculturs,

Combinations of Major and Minor fields
As Studied by Industrial Arts Instructors

The combination of fields in which industrial arts instructors
majored and minored was extremely varied.

In one hundred nine oases

studied there were sixty-one different major and minor combinations.
In the one hundred nine oases the largest identical combination of
major and minor field of study occured fifteen times end the second
largest identical combination occured eight times.

Ho other combin

ation occured more than four times, and forty-seven combinations
appeared only once.

The bases for selection of any outstanding

combinations is small.

The two combinations of highest frequency

were Industrial arts major with science and social science minors*

1
Moulton. R. J., aiaplqBSat 1ft gttllftlni &Q.
Ho. 7..
Deportment of Public Instruction. Pierre, South Dakota* p. 3* 1937.

oceuring fifteen times, end industrial arts major with mathematics
and science minor, appearing eight times.

Academic Teaching Combinations

In studying the teaohing combinations of Industrial arts
instructors, Table XX shows the total number of times each academic
subject appeared in combination with Industrial arts.

It was not

possible to include physical education and athletics In this study
since these two activities are not reported to the state department
of Public Instruction in the Preliminary High School Beport.
TABLE XX
HUMBER OP TIMES ACADEMIC SUBJECTS APPEAR IN COMBINATION
WITH INDUSTRIAL ARTS COURSES
Subject
Mathematics
Physical Science
Social Science
History
Commercial Subjects
Biology
Agriculture
Engli ah
Language and Speech
Journalism
Elementary Grades

1936-37
34
32
21
21
14
10
7
2
2
1
1

Prequenoy
1935-1936
26
23
24
12
8
4
5
5
2
0
0

1930-31
20
20
12
12
9
2
4
3
3
0
0

When considering individual subjects as to the number of times
they appeared In combination with industrial arts, mathematics and
physical science appeared most frequently.

Social science and history

rank next in order with commercial subjects and biology securing less
frequently.
During the school year 1935-1936, forty-nine schools received

federal aid for agriculture.

In only seven school* was industrial

arte taught in combination with agriculture.

The majority of the

schools teaching agriculture either did not feel able to afford both
agriculture and Industrial arts or felt that agriculture was preferable
to Industrial arts.

There Is no doubt that the federal aid granted for

agriculture has Increased the number of schools teaching this subject.
In many Instance* the industrial arts Instructor was called upon
to teach a combination of several subjects.

The number of combinations

as taught during the 1935-1937 school year Is shown In the following
studies.

The combinations are treated In three groups as taught by

superintendents, principals, and Industrial arts teachers.
*

Teaching Combinations of SuperInterdents

The teaching combination of superintendent, Industrial arts, and
other academic subjects, oocured twenty-two times.

Table

TKt

gives

the detailed subject combinations of superintendents teaching indus
trial arts.

The table is divided Into three groups to show the number

of superintendents teaching industrial art* and one subject, Industrial
arts and two subjects, and Industrial arts and three other subject*.
TABLE XXX
DETAILS OF SUBJECT COMBINATIONS OF
SUPERINTENDENTS TEACHING INDUSTRIAL ABTS
Industrial Arts
and One Subject
Subject Frequency

2

No other subject
Mathematics
Science
Social Science
History
Commercial
Biology
German
Journalism
Speech

x

1 2

1

Industrial Arts
and Two Subjects

Industrial Arts
and Three Subjects
____ *2L

X . J L 3 .J L J L - L

2
X
x

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

x

X
X
X

X

X

x
X

13
S
8
5
2

2

X

1
X
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Two superintendent* taught only industrial arts In addition to
their adaUdetfuttr# work, four taught one subject and lnda#triol
art#, twelve taught two subject* and Industrial art#* and four taught
three subject# and industrial aria.

«l#ti different subjects ooourad

In ooabtnaiioa with into atrial \rt# a# taught by superintendents.
% e » th# subject# are considered iadfvldually* snathematic* scoured
aest fr««|uently, thirteen
tied

tins©a, h U h

physical science and #o#lal science

for neosad place at eight tin## each.
f washing Combination# of Principal#

Th# teaching conhlnatlon of principal, industrlU aorta and other
academic subject# ©ceuret fifteen time#.
subject

*

Table XIII gives the detailed

•eablaatloa#.
-ah •'

u n i xxn
m ints or

scBdtc? combimticks of

n s m e i m s T r ents®

ifxstrxal

hits

Imhistrl&l Arte Industrial Arts
Industrial Art#
and Cue Subject and Two Subject# and Three Subject#
Object *>«<{ueney
1 1
1 1 2 3 3 11
1 1 1
!
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So ©the? subject
X
1
X
Xatheaatlcs
X
X X
4
Reteuee
XXX
X
5
Social Science
X X
4
Sistory
X X
X X
6
B
Commercial
XXX
X X
Biology
X
X
X
3
English
X
1
Speech
X
1
One principal taught only industrial arts In addition to hie adraiclstra
ti*© work and one taught one subject and Industrial arte*

In most case#

principal# were called upon to teach two and three subject com blitat ion#
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la addition to their prlnelpalship and Industrial arts work.

Sen

taught two subjects and Industrial arts and three taught three subjects
and Industrial arts.

Eight different subjects oocured, In addition to

industrial arts* when considered individually.

History and commercial

subjects appeared six times each to lead in frequency.

Science was

third at five times* and nathematlos and social science oocured four
times each

Industrial Arts Instructors Teaching
Academic Combinations

The teaching combination of Industrial arts with academic
subjects, exclusive of superintendents and principals* occursd fortysix times.

Forty-two instructors taught industrial arts with no

additional teaching combination.

The large number of one, two, three,

and four subject combinations with industrial arts, as listed in
Table XXIII, would lead one to wonder Just how much time and interest
teachers would be able to expend in their work in addition to regular
class time.

Many industrial arts instructors are responsible for

physioal education activities in addition to the teaching combinations
listed.

Information regarding physical education and athletics was

unavailable.

TABLE

mil

DETAILS OF ACADEMIC COMBINATIONS
OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS INSTRUCTORS
1
Ind.Arts 1
t •e
e
Three'
'and
1 Sib
1* 1 1 1 1 1 1 •
>
♦
42
17
X X X X
X X
•
X
X
X X X X
X
XX
19
f
1
X X X
10
X
X X X
t
1
X
X X
X X X
10
6
X
X
X
9
I
5
X
X
X
7
X
X*
t
1
1
1
1
*
* Industrial Arts and Four Subjects
** Frequency with whiah individual subjects are combined with
Industrial Arts.

1 Ind!
Ind. Arts
•Arts*
and One
______ 'Only*__ __ atbieat__
Freouenev
* 43 *3 6 3 5 5 1 1
t
No Subjects ) x .
I
X
Mathematics
♦
Science
X
9
Soe. Science)
9
History
X
Commercial
X
1
Biology
Agriculture )
X
English
X
t
Elem. Grades'
X

'
'
*
» 24
r

Ind. Arts
and Two
Subjects!
1 2 2 1 2 1 1

A study of the table shows that twenty-three instructors taught
Industrial arts with academic subjects» seventeen taught two subjects
and industrial arts, four taught three subjects and industrial arts ,
and one taught four subjects and Industrial arts.

Nine different

subjects occur In combination with industrial arts as taught by part
time industrial arts men with no administrative duties.

When these

subjects taught in combination with industrial arts are considered
individually, science ranks first, oocurlng in nineteen instances,
mathematics appears seventeen times, and social science and history
occurs ten times each.
occur is seldom.

The number of times identical combinations

In the group of one subject and industrial arts,

mathematics occured six times,and science and agriculture occured five
times each.

The only other outstanding ldsntical combination occured

when industrial arts, mathematics, and science appeared together in
four instances
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Teaahing Experience
of
Industrial Arts Instructors

The total teaching experience was available for ons hundred twentythree of the one hundred twenty-fire industrial arts instructors of the
state for the 1936-1937 school year.
'

TABLS XXXT

TSAGHIKO EXPKHIKNCK Of INDUSTRIAL AUTS TKACHESS
Years of
Experience

Ho. Teaching
Ind. Arts Only

0 - 1
2 - S
6-10
11 - 15
16-30
21 - over
Totals
It is erident

Vo. Teaching Ind, Arte
and Other Subjects

3
9
6
12

8
29
34

a
3
41

from

Total
Men

Percentage
of Total

3
1

11
38
40
19
11
4

9.0
90.9
32.8
15.5
9.0
8.1

82

123

100.0

7

Table XXX Y that the nan with the greatest amount

of experience are teaching only the industrial arts courses*

This would

seen to indiate that beginning teachers teach industrial arts In combina
tion with other subjects.

There is the desirability to train teachers to

teach both major and minor fields* but no basis for any particular
subject combination is found from the study of the subject combinations
industrial arts instructors teach.
The study indicated that the greatest number of industrial arts
teachers dropped out of the field at the end of the third year or
continued until the close of the tenth year.

Seven years was the median

years of experience of all the industrial arts instructors.

The greatest

number of years of experience of any one Instructor is twenty-eight years.

-t
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CHAPTER T
SUMMARY, OOKCIOSIOHS, AND HEOQMlSNMTIOHS

General Summary

This investigation has been concerned principally with the
conditions with which the industrial arts has had to contend In the
four year accredited high schools of South Dakota.

Much of the data

presented was obtained by personal investigation at the State Depart*
sent of Public Instruction offices.

Additional Information was

obtained through a questionnaire study.

That profsssional interest

is kstn in this field is indicated by a 78.5 per cent return of the
questionnaire letters.

Samara,lira faertaao

Hm

I22Q through iaaz* The offering of

industrial arts courses has increased proportionally to the increase
in the number of accredited high schools.

There are ninety-eight

schools today offering industrial arts courses as compared with
thirty-nine schools in 1920.

The number of instructors employed has

increased from forty-two to one hundred twenty-five men.

A noticable

trend during recent years has bean in the employment of instructors
to teach industrial arts in combination with other subjects.

The

number of fall time instructors has increased from twenty-three men
to forty-two men while the number of part time men has increased from
six men to forty-six.men.

Courses Offered? The industrial arts courses taught in the
high sehooli are generally referred to as "Manual Training* as was
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evidenced by the reports of adalnletratorn to the State Department of
Public Instruction.

The industrial arts courses offered were woodwork,
$
mechanical drawing, general shop, printing, machine shop, sheet metal,
auto mechanics, carpentry, painting, masonry, electricity, harboring,
trades and industries, and homecraft for girl*.

Pupil Apaomodatloni With regard to the capacity of the shope of
the state, ae reported In the questionnaire study, thirty-fire per oent
of the shops are equipped to accomodate between ten and sixteen student*
at one time, and fifty-fire per oent are equipped to handle from fifteen
to thirty etudent*.

The pupil accomodation in drafting rooms is

slightly higher than that of shope.

Of the drafting rooms, thirty-ons

per cent accomodate less than sixteen pupils, fifty-nine per cent
accomodate between fifteen and thirty-one students, and ten per cent
handle more than thirty students.

Snr.OllacaA iA fis u m s t

The total enrollment in industrial arts

courses as reported by sixty-four schools was as follows!

woodwork

2,170, drafting 1,720, general shop 859, metalwork 241, printing 166,
and other courses 190.

The largest enrollment in a single subject was

reported in drafting with 275 students.

Paaer lgftiBaan.t AlftllftMLt* A total of thirteen different types
of power machines were reported as available for shop use.

The fre

quency with which the types of machines were reported compares favor
ably with the recommendations of the State Course of Study.

In six

schools no power equipment of any type was available and in only
twenty-four schools were more than five different types of machines
in use.

__ _______________________________________________

'
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Location of Shop*: Thre?-fourths of the shop* and sore than onehalf of the drafting rooms are looated on the basement floor of the
school buildings.

8aallrtr.ftM<?im

aL lafoatXial

Arts

Sa&sOmz*

*h® State Department

of Certification now requires a bachelors degree or its equivalent
for certification to teach high school subjects.

The study of the

Industrial arts instructors showed that eighty-nine per cent of the
teachers of thle field were graduated with the degree, ten per cent
held two year collegiate diplomas, and one per cent had no college
training.

The survey showed, however, that of those holding degrees,

17.6 per cent had received no college credit in the Industrial arts
fisld and that 13.6 per cent of the Instructors had received training
equivalent to less than a minor in the industrial arts field.

C a c h i n g ffoatoiaattnaa* During the 1936-1937 sohool year, thirtythree per cent of the industrial arte instructors taught only indus
trial arts courses, twenty-nine per cent of the instructors were
superintendents or principals, and thirty-seven per cent of the total
Instructors taught industrial arts and academic combinations,

teach

ing combinations ranged from industrial arts courses only to indus
trial arts and four other subjects,

the combinations with industrial

arts were decidedly varied, the same subject combination oeeurlng
never mors then six times,

individually, mathematics, physical science,

social science, and history ocurved most frequently in the order named.
Physical education and extra-curricular activities were not treated.

Additional Data: During the 1936-1937 school year, ninety-four

town* and

cities were represented with schools teaching industrial arts

courses.

Shore were twenty-two schools adding industrial arts courses*

and five dropping the course for a gain of seventeen schools during ths
ysar.

Minnehaha County was represented by seven schools teaching indus

trial arts with Day County represented toy five schools.

Shirty-sir of

forty-three counties east of the Missouri Elver had schools within their
boundaries teaching industrial arts.

Thirteen of twenty-firs counties

located west of the Missouri Hirer were represented with schools teach
ing Industrial arts,

forty-on# forth Central Association schools

taught industrial arts.

Shis number is fifty-six per cent of the North

Central Schools of the state.

South Dakota trains fifty-six per cent

of Its industrial arts teaehers, and twenty-nins per cent of the South
Dakota trained industrial arts teaehers are from colleges with no
industrial arts teacher training equipment.

Conclusions

Courses offered: In studying the courses offered It was found that
woodwork and mechanical drawing predominate.

General shop is Just toeing

Introduced into the schools and printing and metalwork are offered rarely
This situation might toe anticipated In non-industrial areas where
economic conditions have been such as to retard educational facilities.

Fnpll Aceomoflitljns: The accomodations for pupils enrolled In
industrial arts courses compares favorably with
offered in the schools.

that of other curricula

Although thirty-six J»er cent of the shops

studied are equipped to accomodate lest than sixteen students per elates*
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thirty-three per cent of the schools studied have a total enrollment of
le«« than one hundred students.

A similar situation exists with regard

to drafting rooms, although drafting rooms were found to accomodate a
slightly larger number of pupils than were the shops.

The foregoing

conclusions are not to be interpreted as meaning that the pupil accom
odation of the shops are ideal from the viewpoint of per pupil cost
anymore than are the other high school classes of the smaller school
systems.

Enrollment

Pourseel The enrollment in industrial arts courses,

as compared with the accomodations for students, indicates that the
shop classes are overloaded.

The schools show a limitation In being

unable to provide adequate equipment for the number of students enrolled
in classes.

The remedy for this situation lies in additional equipment,

improved methods of Instruction, or more classes.

Power Equipment i Although tho variety and choice of power equipment
compares favorably with recommended practice, the availability of
machines throughout the schools is comparatively email.

Location

Shops; Since a large percentage of both shops and

drafting rooms are located on the basement floozgof school buildings,
the lighting facilities should receive careful consideration.

3chool

buildings are usually poorly illuminated when artificial light le used.
Basement rooms in school buildings require more artificial light than
other classrooms, duo to limited window area.

ftMaUfigftUflBW fi£ Ettftqfarlal i d a "etcherst The general teaching

qualification* of industrial art* instructors in South Dakota Is high.
It was found, however, that 17.6 por cent of the industrial arts teachers
had no collegiate credit in Industrial arts, and that 13.6 per cent had
less credit than the equivalent of a minor.

The requirement, as publish

ed by the State Department of Certification Is that high school teachers
may teach only in their major or minor fields of preparation.

It would

appear that thirty-one per cent of the industrial arts instructors
holding degrees were teaching in violation of recommended proceedure.

SftftQhing SaahlflaAtoat at industrial

Arts

instructor!-*

teaching

combinations handled by Industrial arts Instructors ar* decidedly
varied.

Many of the individual Instructors are called upon to teach

too great a variety of subjects to do justifiable work in the industrial
arts field.

Vo adequate baste for the selectirn of the most desirable

teaching combination is indicated.

However, educators in the industrial

arts field have recommended to avoid combinations of industrial arts
with other laboratory subjects and with athletics.

SttBlfflr

at Sfihflgla Ttftflfrlng Industrial

Arts: Ths number of schools

teaching industrial arts has increased throughout the period of year*
studied.

Th”t the increase should be retarded during * depression"

years was to be expected and Is reflected in the figures from the
year 1928 through 1936.

The last year studied, 1937, showed an

appreciable increase in the number of schools offering industrial
arts courses.

Hiring th* 1936-1937 year, the increase in Instructor*

was entirely in the group listed as part time instructors teaching
Industrial arts in combination with other subjects.
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Beoommendat 1one

Upon the findings of this study the following recommendations
would seen appropriate;

A nore specific terminology for the courses offered should he
adopted.
The reports to the State Department of Public Instruction are
inadequate for determining the status of industrial arts in the state.
Additional information regarding the courses offered should be included
in the high school reports.
Variations in the amount of equipment and in the methods of
presenting the industrial arts are desirable.

There should, howswsr.

be a minimum specification set for the amount of equipment.
Sinee a large percentage of the school snaps and drafting rooms ■
are located on the basement floors of school buildings, all lighting
facilities should be thoroughly inspected to meet approved standards.
This study shows that there are many high 'school lnstruetors
teaching Industrial arts la violation of the state regulation with
respect to teaching only major and minor fields of study.
ment should be made to remedy this situation.

An adjust
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APPENDIX B

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA
APPLICATION FOR TEACHER’S CERTIFICATE
N ote: Address all correspondence to Dept, o f Public Instruction, Division of Certification, Pierre, S. D.
transcript o f your credits and the required fee (Postal money order.) Do not send diplomas.
See reverse side.

Send a complete

Date____________________________
ame of applicant.
Name in full.

I f married woman, '.rive maiden name also.

me address.
nporary address.
________ Place of birth _

te of birth__________________

Number of
Months

Place

School Attendance

Date of Graduation

Degree or Diploma

...........................................
...........................................
...........................................

ege or University

Experience (Not practice teaching).

Begin with earliest.

Grade or
Subject

Place

Year

—

Total number of years------------------------------- -------------

No. of
Months

County Superintendent

Address

19_-19__
19....-19__
19__-19__
19....-19....
19__-19....
19__-19__
19....-19...
19....-19....
19__-19__
19_-19__

What South Dakota certificates have you held previous to this date?
Kind o f Certificate

Number

Date of Issue

TEACHER’S OATH
ATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA,

]
}■ss.

rnty of----------------------------------------------- j
I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I am a citizen of the United States and that I will support the Constitution o f the
ited States and the Constitution of the State of South Dakota.
(S IG N A T U R E )............................................................................................................................................. ..

Subscribed and sworn to before me this________ day of________________ - __ — , 1!L—

Title o f Officer Administering the Oath

APPENDIX C

Webster, South Dakota
May 15, 1937

Dear Slrt
The 1935-36 Educational Directory Indicates that your school
was offering industrialists courses. Will you be so kind as
to give me the following d«ta regarding your shops?
1. Do you attempt to limit your courses to the first two years
of high school?
2. Underline the grades in which you offer shop work* six,
seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve.
3. How many students are you equipped to handle in your shop at
one tlme?___________ In your drawing room?_____________ In your
print shop?___________
4. Wh"t is your total enrollment in each of the following courses
for this school ye*r?
Printing
Woodworking
Trades & Ind.
Dra ft ing_____________
Other courses
General Shop
Metal-working________
5. What pieces of power equipment do you have available in additlon to your had tools? Check the items.
Machine Lathe
Grinder_________
Jointer_________
Other Machines
Circle Saw______
Planer__________
Shaper_________
Band Saw6_______
Drill Press_____
Jig Saw_________
Mortiser________
Saw Filer
Wood Lathe______
Sander________ _
6. Can you give the valuation of your shop equipment?
(possible from the insurance data)________________
7. Is your shoo on the basement floor?__________Above?_________
8. Is your drawing room on the basement floor?
Knowing that you are very busy at this time, I would appreciate
very much that you fill in the data which you have available.
Thanking you, I am,
Sincerely yours,
H.

P.

Ackert

APPENDIX D
HIGH SCHOOLS TEACHING INDUSTRIAL ARTS
WITH A T B U TO O&CUPING FOR SIZE OF ENROLLMENT

2duu than SQ ancollgmt,

I.

14 schools! Baltic, Bath, Brandon, Butler, Canning, Draper,
Fulton, Meckling, Okaton, Orient, Seneca, Vivian,
Wentworth, Westport.

I ie k Sfihflol JjacalLmafr a t SSL la 22, flcaam II.
27 schools! Andover, Bancroft, Big Stone City, Bonilla, Bradley,
Brentford, Oanova, Augustana Academy, Caetlewood,
Cheater, Claremont, Delmont, Eagle Butte, Ectelllne,
Farmer, Ft. Pierre, Cann Talley, Carden City, Cary,
Henry, Lily, Lyons, Marion, Mina, Plainview Academy,
Sherman, University High.

SLefe School SiraiLBffia.fr a t iSSL fra 142. t e III.
21 schools! Alpena, Armour, Avon, Bristol, Clear lake, Doll Rapids,
Elk Point, Eureka, Freeman, Freeman Junior College,
Humholt, Lake Hordes, Lake Preston, McIntosh, Murdo,
Onida, Pina Ridge, Tripp, Toborg, Wakonda, White Lake.

31gk school &urallwff.nfr

at 1§S

l a 122. t

o

IX*

9 school*! Clark, Highmore, Irene, Miller, Parker, Philip, Scotland,
Tyndall, Wagner.

filefe SohMla Surallmat a t 2QQ fra 222. Srarn X.
12 eohoolei Belle Fourehe, Beresford, Ouster, Deadwood, Lemmon,
Mobrldge, Plate, Redfleld, Spearfish, Vermillion,
Webster, Wessington Springs.

filch school

Ejrailnffinfr A t 202 a»i axsa. Sxaaa XL.

15 schools! Aberdeen, Brookings, Hot Springs, Huron, Lead, Madison,
Mllbank, Mitchell, Pierre, Rapid City, Sioux Falls,
Cathedral High, Watertown, Taakton, Flandreau Indian
Vocational High School.
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Q u e s tio n n a ir e Study
FOUR TEAR ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDY (Continued?

Ho. of Schools
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
61.
52.
53.
64.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.

Enrollment

Lead
612
Lyons
85
McIntosh
123
Madison
318
Marlon
85
44
Meckllng (Con.)
Milhaak
322
Miller
193
Mina
68
Mltehell
665
Mohridge
260
34
Okaton
51
Onaka
Orient
48
Parker
154
Philip
192
Pierre
385
Pine Ridge (Oglala
Community High School)
144
226
Platte
996
Rapid City
Redfleld
298
Redfleld (Plainview Academy)
92
Scotland
173
Sherman
51
Sioux Falls
2193
Spearfish
263
Thunder Hank
37
Tripp
106
Tyndall
158
Vermillion
251
Ylborg
117
172
Vagner
Vatertoen
802
268
Webster
Wentworth
31
Wesslngton Springs 256
Westport
45
White Lake
101
Yankton
555

Questionnaire
Sent
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Questionnaire
Returned
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
Hot offering
X
X'
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Questionnaire Study

Tour year accredited high schools teaching Industrial Arts In
1936-37 hut omitted from questionnaire because they were not Indicated
in the 1936-36 directory.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18
19!
20.
21.
22.

Andover
Armour
Big Stone City
Butler
Canning
Canova
Chester
Bell Rapids
Belmont
Eagle Butte
Bdgerton
Freeman Jr. College
Elvira twp.H.S. (Gann Talley)
Carden City
Lemmon
Lily
Hurdo
Seneca
Cathedral High, Sioux Falls
Tivian
University High, Terrain ion
Waaonda

Four year accredited high school* teaching Industrial Arts in
1935-36 but dropped In 1936-37.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fredrick
Hitchcock
Burley
Kadoka
thunder Hawk

*

T V#

Schools Offering Industrial Arts
In 1936 hut not la 1931

Schools Offering Industrial Arts
In 1931 hat not in 1936
(Dropped)

(Hew Offering)

Bath
Brandon
Castlewood
Claremont
Clear lake
Draper
Fort Pierre
Flandreau. Indian School
Ehlton
Highmore
Hitchcock
Humholt
Kadoka
lake Norden
Lake Preston
Lyons
Heckling
Hina
Onaka
Orient
Philip
Pine Ridge (Oglalla Indians)
Platte
Thunder Hawk
Wentworth

Aloester
Andover
Argonne
Ashton
Athol
Big Stone City
Bowdle
Burke
Oreshard
Flandreau
Oeddes
Howard
Lemmon
Letcher
Uadieon (£. Normal)
Madison (Fr, Cons.)
Horthville
Ravinia
Selhy
Sioux Falls (all Sts.)
St. Lawrence
Termillion (U. High)

B6BQPI

